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20 Most Promising OpenStack Solution Providers 2015

O

penStack is increasingly gaining industry
attention today, supported by a community
of individuals and enterprises to create a
standard platform and build open, massively scalable
clouds. OpenStack is representing the best of what
cloud technology offers. Essentially, OpenStack
software is controlling large pools of compute,
storage, and networking resources throughout a
datacenter, managed through a dashboard or via the
OpenStack API. OpenStack is further working with
popular enterprise and open source technologies
making it ideal for heterogeneous infrastructure.
As more and more enterprises are relying
on OpenStack to run their businesses every day,
developers and technologists from around the
world are collaborating on OpenStack to create
more efficient workflows and increase operational
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efficiency. Being an obvious candidate for building
hybrid clouds, OpenStack has the stamp of approval
from major cloud vendors, including Red Hat, HP and
Rackspace. This strong ecosystem allows users who
seek commercial support to choose from a multitude
of OpenStack-powered products and services from
different vendors.
In the past few months, we have analyzed
hundreds of enterprises who primarily serve the
OpenStack arena and shortlisted the ones that are at
the fore-front of tackling challenges in the arena. To
help organizations find the best-of-breed OpenStack
solutions that suits their business needs, in this issue
of CIOReview, we present the 20 Most Promising
OpenStack Solution Providers, featuring the best
vendors offering technologies and services that aid
the customers in leveraging OpenStack solutions.
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Storage Made Easy
Crafting an Enterprise File Share and Sync Fabric for
OpenStack Swift

A

n athlete who has competed
in a variety of sports, Jim
Liddle, CEO, Storage Made
Easy (SME), believes that
there are lot of similarities in participating
in a sport and running a startup. “Even
though you follow the principles of
discipline, stamina, team ethos, morale
building, focus and staying the course,
the main attribute is the ‘never say die’
attitude that you need more than any other
discipline, to succeed as a startup. The
essence lies in striving to overcome the
obstacles and embracing the qualities that
would help you succeed,” Liddle explains.
Incorporated in 2009, SME is a cloud
data fabric for data that federates access
to files stored in private, public or SaaS
clouds, but that has a particular focus on
OpenStack object storage.

The whole SME can be up
and running within an
hour providing companies
a rapid way to quickly
embrace take advantage
of their OpenStack Swift
storage
SME provides an EFSS Fabric,
optimized for OpenStack Swift that allows
IT to regain control of ‘cloud sprawl.’
This includes unifying private and public
file sharing into a single, converged
infrastructure that can easily be managed
and be used to set governance, audit and
access controls in addition to providing

deep content search of indexed data from
integration with the Apache SOLR open
source search solution. This approach
provides a solution to the ‘Shadow IT’
data conundrum and makes it possible
for companies deploying Swift, or other
clouds, to find a balance between the
protection of corporate data and employee
data by allowing businesses to monitor,
secure, and audit data silos.
SME’s Cloud platform provides
integration with OpenStack Swift that
enables internet service providers (ISP’s)
and enterprises to rapidly leverage Swift
Object Storage. “Once OpenStack is
installed, companies most often want
to understand how their end users can
interact with the Swift Object Storage,”
says Liddle. The flat structure in which the
objects are stored is not intuitive to users.
SME addresses this mismatch by making
the object storage system look like a more
traditional file system to the end user and
provides familiar ways to interact with the
storage that is more akin to a corporate file
server.
“Our solution also provides protocol
adapters to enable Swift, or other
data clouds, to be accessed over more
traditional protocols that maybe in use
within the enterprise. The whole SME
solution can be up and running within an
hour providing companies a rapid way to
quickly embrace and take advantage of
their OpenStack swift storage,” Liddle
reckons. The SME platform has several
features that are an enabler for quicker
and easier adoption for companies who
embrace OpenStack. SME solution was
built to not be proprietary and any files
uploaded to the SME Swift storage are
easily understood and accessible even if
the SME solution is removed.

Jim Liddle

By working with customers in product
deployments SME stays ahead of the
competition and this results in efficiency
improvements and new features for
all clients. For instance, a noteworthy
OpenStack customer, Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Organization worked
with SME to enable easy access to
research data for their end users from the
SME desktop drive integration.
“We never customize the product
in a bespoke way for a client; instead it
is supported in a single product build,”
says Liddle. For the road ahead, SME
is focused on continually strengthening
their OpenStack integration by feedback
from customer requests, with a continued
focus on governance and security from a
company data perspective. The company
plans to prioritize interoperability with
other private/public clouds that are not
only in use with the enterprise environment
but can also be added and controlled from
the SME solution.
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